There was a rattlesnake on the wild at Saskatoon Saskatchewan Downtown. Was the pet parade. A boy named Bruce brought a rattlesnake. The judge opened the box the rattlesnake went wild! People were running for their lives dogs were wild tearing up the place. It happened on Sunday at 10:am march 24. It was a disaster. There was Weeps and Wol they are owls, and Mutt, Rex, the wild rattlesnake, Billy, Bruce’s friend, and of curse Bruce the rattlesnake’s owner, mayor of Saskatoon was there. It has been a disaster everyone was running for their lives! One of the dogs bit their own owner and a husky bit the mayor. This had been the worst parade in the history of parades. Good thing no one got hurt. Everyone is safe except that the people that got bitten by the dogs and no one got bitten by the rattlesnake one of the dogs ran with an old lady’s shoes. Bruce is banded from the pet parades for 8 years and his friends. The zoo keepers are coming to get the rattlesnake and Bruce has to pay 4.000 dollars for the disaster some of the animals had gotten away with this and some dogs had run away.